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Abstract

The thesis deals partly with methodology including construc-
tion of hardware and new pulse sequences in the field of elec-
trophoretic NMR, and partly with practical use of ENMR and 
diffusion NMR in the investigation of charged colloidal sys-
tems.

Several sources of artefacts are investigated, including gas pro-
duction at the electrodes, electroosmosis and Joule heating 
effects that can cause convection. The electrophoretic double 
stimulated-echo pulse sequence is introduced to suppress these 
artefacts and to increase the feasible measuring range to higher 
electric fields and conductivities.

The interaction between the non-ionic polymer poly(ethylene 
oxide) PEO and differently charged surfactants is investigated 
using the above mentioned methods. The investigated sur-
factants are the anionic sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and 
potassium laurate (KC12), the cationic dodecyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (CTAB) and the non-ionic octyl β-D-glucoside.

ENMR is also used to investigate two different mixed micelle 
systems, with SDS as the charged surfactant component and 
dodecyl malono-bis-N-methylglucamide (C12BNMG) respec-
tively tetra(ethylene oxide) dodecyl ether (C12EO4) as the non-
ionic surfactant component. A method to calculate the degree 
of counter-ion dissociation, αdissociation, as a function of com-
position is demonstrated.

Finally diffusion NMR is used to compare transport dynamics 
in gel electrolyte systems based on two differently grafted poly-
mers; one amphiphilic system containing polymethacrylate 
grafted partly with polyethylene oxide and partly with fluoro-
carbons and the corresponding nonamphiphilic system grafted 
with only polyethylene oxide. Both systems contain the electro-
lyte lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide salt dissolved in 
γ-butyrolactone. The results show that the system based on the 
amphiphilic polymer has better transport dynamics and there-
fore is more suited as material for battery systems.
iii
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INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION

In the past years the word “nano” has grown in popularity in 
many fields of science. It usually means systems in which a 
length scale is in the order of the natural atomic or molecular 
building block. This, of course, turns out to be in the nanome-
ter range. In chemistry, this usually is considered to be a major 
part of the colloidal domain where the interaction at the inter-
face is of great importance for the behaviour of the system. 

Although chemical interactions in this range are ultimately 
described by quantum mechanics, a complete quantum 
mechanical treatment of most real colloidal systems is in prac-
tice far too complex. Fortunately, it usually turns out that a sim-
pler approach is possible, where interaction types classified as 
Coulomb, van der Waals and Debye ones can be treated classi-
cally or semiclassically 1. Among these, the Coulomb interac-
tion is usually the most prominent when it is involved in colloid 
systems, primarily because the electrostatic potential V is 
longer-ranged, V ∝ r−1 were r is the distance from the ion. The 
entropic ordering effect around a charge in polar medium also 
affects the behaviour of colloids. Hence, insight into the behav-
iour of the charges involved is necessary for understanding of 
these complex systems. 

Colloidal systems have previously been studied by several 
techniques 2 including for example different scattering methods 
such as small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) 3, small angle neu-
tron scattering (SANS) 4 and dynamic light scattering (DLS) 5, a 
variety of NMR techniques 6, and also by atomic force micros-
copy (AFM) 7, surface force apparatus (SFA) 7 8 and scanning 
tunnelling microscopy (STM) 7. As mentioned above, charges 
play a crucial role in many colloidal and nano-systems. What are 
then the possibilities to measure interactions involving charges 
in a complex chemical system? The classical way to measure the 
charge is to introduce the sample into an electric field and 
somehow measure the displacement or velocity of the charged 
molecules/colloids which then is proportional to the electric 
field. The generic method is called electrophoresis and exists in 
1 (50)
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a huge variety of dialects 9 10. The conventional procedure for 
measuring the different electrophoretic mobilities and thus 
velocities is to detect the different ions at a spot where they are 
separated. A separation-based measurement may be a good tool 
for answering some chemical/physical questions, but with the 
disadvantage that the species, indeed, separate during the analy-
sis. This is not particularly compatible with the aim to study 
structures and phenomena that depend on the composition of 
weakly interacting molecules, such as amphiphilic systems con-
taining surfactants. Examples of non-separating methods to 
study such charged systems include electrophoretic light scat-
tering (ELS) 5, which is a variant of the DLS with applied elec-
tric field during the measurement.

This thesis work is dedicated to the development and use of a 
technique called electrophoretic NMR (ENMR) 11 12 and its 
application to physically associated charged systems that may be 
hard or even impossible to study by other means. One great 
benefit using the technique is that individual components of a 
complex mixture can be studied without spatial separation. The 
key factor is the intrinsic chemical selectivity of the NMR tech-
nique. ENMR may be used to study such diverse phenomena as 
biochemical interactions and dynamics in fuel cells and batter-
ies, provided there are charged entities involved.

The combination of two major techniques in chemistry is the 
basis for ENMR and hence this thesis: nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) which gives the chemical selectivity and displace-
ment sensitivity to the measurement and electrophoresis which 
causes a displacement proportional to charge and electrostatic 
interactions. The continuing text is arranged as follows;

• Short introduction to NMR fundamentals. 
• How to measure velocity, displacement and location with 

pulsed field gradient (PFG) techniques in NMR.
• Fundamentals of electrophoresis, theoretical description of 

charges within/without an electric field
• Electrophoresis artefacts, in particular electroosmosis.
2 (50)
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• Colloidal systems and some general characteristics observed 
in these such as critical micelle concentration (CMC) and critical 
association concentration (CAC).

• Applications, as demonstrated in the published papers.
• Expected future developments in the field.
3 (50)
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NMR FUNDAMENTALS
2. NMR FUNDAMENTALS

More than fifty years has passed since Bloch et al. and Purcell et 
al. in 1946 first noticed the response, in a strong magnetic field, 
of bulk solution containing certain nuclei. What they observed 
was the fundamental intrinsic angular momentum quantization, 
called spin, which many nuclear isotopes possess. The nuclear 
spin angular momentum, I, is a vector with magnitude given by 
the spin angular momentum number, I, as

(2:1)

Each isotope species has a particular spin quantum number 
ranging from 0 and upwards in half steps. Since a nucleus is a 
quantum mechanical object, only some quantized angular 
momentum can be seen along any selected direction. Assume 
that measurements are made in the z-direction. The projections 
that the angular momentum can assume is

(2:2)

where m is the magnetic quantum number. Proportional to the 
angular momentum is the nuclear magnetic moment, µ , with 
the gyromagnetic ratio, γ, as the proportionality constant

(2:3)

Putting the spins with their intrinsic magnetic moments in a 
magnetic field results in an extra energy contribution for the 
nuclei which depends on the orientation of the spin relative to 
the field according to

(2:4)

( 1)I I= +Ι

; , 1, , 1,zI m m I I I I= = − − + −…

; z zI mγ µ γ γ= = =µ I

zE m Bγ= − ⋅ = −µ Β
5 (50)
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Electromagnetic radiation with ∆E= ω, where ∆E is the energy 
difference between the involved states, invokes transition 
between the different energy levels of nuclear spins. The corre-
sponding frequency happens to be in the radio frequency (RF) 
range, thus NMR is a RF measuring technique. More informa-
tion concerning NMR basics including specifications for each 
isotope can be found in general NMR text books 13 14. There 
are several ways of representing nuclear magnetic spin systems, 
spanning from the classical mechanical treatment, where the 
nuclei are represented as a magnetic moment vectors interacting 
with the static and radio frequency magnetic fields according to 
classical electromagnetic laws, all the way to the full quantum 
mechanical treatment of spin systems. 

The spin state in a quantum mechanical treatment is repre-
sented as a linear combination of spin eigenstates,  of the 
time-independent spin Hamiltonian

(2:5)

Interactions and measurements are represented by appropriate 
quantum mechanical operators.

The quantum mechanical description above holds for a single 
spin. However, a sample may consist of somewhere around 
1016-1026 spins, and therefore the macroscopic response of the 
system to external manipulations must consider the whole spin 
ensemble and its behaviour in static and time-dependent mag-
netic fields. This is done by introducing the spin density opera-
tor

(2:6)

The bar indicates an average over the whole spin ensemble. In 
this construction, represent level populations and thereby 
static nuclear magnetisation while the cross-terms  repre-

Ψi| 〉

( )spin i i
i
c t ψΨ = ∑

*

,
( ) spin spin i j i j

i j
t c cσ ψ ψ= Ψ Ψ = ∑

*
i ic c

*
i jc c
6 (50)



NMR FUNDAMENTALS
sent coherences in the sample between spin states i and j. Any 
such cross term is zero when the system is at thermal equilib-
rium. A RF pulse may, however, put the ensemble in a coherent 
state where the individual spin systems are in phase and the 
cross terms becomes non-zero. Any measurable observable Ô,
as for example the magnetic moment, can be calculated, given 
that the spin density operator is known,

(2:7)

The time evolution of the spin density operator is calculated 
using the Liouville-von Neumann equation

(2:8)

This differential equation is easy to integrate if the Hamiltonian 
operator  is time-independent. This is not the case during for 
example a RF pulse. This is handled by transforming the system 
into a reference frame that makes the Hamiltonian time-inde-
pendent, calculate the solution and transform it back to the old 
reference frame. The matrix representation of the spin density 
operator provides an elegant way of following the spins during 
interactions with RF pulses, static magnetic fields and spin cou-
pling.

The spin density operator for multiple spins is most conven-
iently expressed as linear combination of the matrices Li as 
bases, which in turn are formed by the individual Pauli spin 
matrices for the appropriate number of interacting spin

(2:9)

Different possible choices of basis sets are typically used. The 
two most common are the classical Cartesian and the spherical 
coordinate set. Examples of Cartesian basis are Ix,n, Iy,n and Iz,n

{ }O Trace Oσ=

( ) , ( )d t i H t
dt
σ σ = −  

H

( ) ( )i i
i

t l t Lσ = ∑
7 (50)
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which represent the spin angular momentum matrix in x, y
respectively z direction operating only on the spin I in a system 
with n spin nucleus. The spherical basis set, including for exam-
ple Iz,n and the rising and lowering operator matrix I+, I-, and 
has a few benefits when working with pulse programming since 
each basis is associated with a unique change of the magnetic 
quantum number m in the system. This is not the case in the 
Cartesian basis set. The difference p=mj-mi in magnetic quan-
tum number between spin states i and j is named coherence 
level. The spin density operator is expressed as linear combina-
tion of all coherence levels 

(2:10)

The term pmax is the maximum possible coherence level availa-
ble to the spin system, pmax equals for example 2 for a system 
with two interacting spin-1/2 nuclei. The concept turns out to 
be very useful when deciding how to calculate the RF phase 
cycling when a specific coherence pathway is of interest in the 
measurement 15 16 17 18.

The spin evolution calculations become quite tedious even for 
simple RF pulse sequences. A common procedure is therefore 
to use a simplified classical mechanical approach introduced by 
Bloch and represent the spin system by magnetic moment vec-
tors. The simplified model is only representative for single non-
interacting spin-1/2 nucleus but it is useful because of its sim-
plicity. The bulk magnetisation in, for example, the z-direction 
is then represented as the projection of the bulk magnetisation 
vector onto the z-axis. The same thing is done for the x and y 
component of the magnetisation. An external magnetic field 
induces a torque on the magnetisation and rotates it around the 
magnetic field axis according to classical electrodynamical theo-
ries. All magnetisation is in the z direction when the system is in 
equilibrium. An RF pulse can typically tilt equilibrium z-mag-
netisation vector into the xy-plane. The magnetisation then 
precesses around the z-axis with a frequency given by the 

max

max

( ) ( )
p

i p
p p

t c tσ σ
=−

= ∑
8 (50)



NMR FUNDAMENTALS
strength of the static Bz field and the properties of the spins. An 
RF-coil is used to acquire signal induced by the oscillating trans-
verse magnetisation. The sample magnetisation spreads out in 
the xy-plane as the magnetisation for different spins rotates at 
slightly different frequencies depending on fluctuations and 
local differences of Bz in the sample, the magnetisation is defo-
cusing. The spectrum is produced by acquiring and transforma-
tion of this time-dependent signal, called free induction decay 
FID, from time to the frequency domain. A RF-pulse may also 
rotate the magnetisation and cause a refocusing of the magneti-
sation in the xy-plane. This is usually done by an 180o rotating 
pulse. The previously defocusing magnetisation is now mir-
rored in the xy-plane and eventually refocuse at the original 
position. The resulting signal is called a spin-echo, the concept is 
used in chapter “Using pulsed field gradients to probe dynamics 
and motion”. Magnetisation can also be stored along the z-axis 
for some time in between the defocusing and refocusing RF-
pulses, the resulting signal is then called a stimulated-echo. Further 
information on NMR fundamentals can be found in text-books 
on the subject 13 14.
9 (50)
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USING PULSED FIELD GRADIENTS TO PROBE DYNAMICS AND MOTION
3. USING PULSED FIELD GRADIENTS TO 
PROBE DYNAMICS AND MOTION

NMR has been proven to be a useful tool in widely different 
areas in science. The introduction of controlled inhomogene-
ous magnetic fields into the sample space during NMR experi-
ments introduced a way to spatially label and probe the spins at 
different times 19. This has for some time been used in mag-
netic resonance imaging MRI by mapping different spins prop-
erties spatially with the help of linear orthogonally oriented 
gradients 20.

On the other hand, a combination of spin-echo pulse sequences 
and short pulsed magnetic field gradient makes it possible to 
probe molecular displacement of both spatially incoherent and 
coherent nature. A typical example of the first kind is molecular 
diffusion, which is a random phenomenon. The incoherent dis-
placements typically give a damping of the NMR signal intensity 
as will be shown later. Displacements of coherent nature can be 
streamline liquid flow or the electrophoretic migration of a 
charge. Coherent motions typically give some kind of oscillating 
behaviour of the NMR signal intensity. Displacements can also 
be somewhere in between these two types giving a mixed 
behaviour of the system. The two most common pulse 
sequences used for probing displacement is the pulsed field gra-
dient spin-echo (PGSE) 21 and the pulsed field gradient stimu-
lated-echo (PGSTE), shown in Figure 1 on page 12. Basically, 
the idea is to add an extra spatially dependent phase to the 
transverse magnetisation during the de-phasing part of the echo 
sequence. This is done by applying a gradient pulse. The spin 
system is then reverted to the opposite coherence level by either 
an 180o-pulse in the PGSE case or by two 90o-pulses followed 
by an identical gradient pulse during the re-phasing time and 
acquiring of the echo. The extra spatially dependent phases dur-
ing the de-phasing period and the re-phasing period cancel out 
if the spin has not moved during the period ∆. 
11 (50)
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FIGURE 1:  

A) The PGSE pulse sequence and B) the PGSTE pulse sequence. The 
diffusion time ∆ is usually in the millisecond to second time scale and the 
pulse length δ is in the range of milliseconds. The desired coherence ∆p 
pathways are given at the bottom.

A useful concept in describing the spin phase during the appli-
cation of arbitrary pulse sequence, including both RF and gradi-
ent pulses, is the effective gradient g*(t) 22, which is the product of 
the coherence level, from eq. (2:10), and the magnetic field gra-
dient

(3:1)

The total accumulated phase shift for a single spin particle j is 
obtained by integration over the whole pulse sequence from 0 
to t

(3:2)

Particles are assumed to move along trajectories described by 
during the experiment. The total collected signal I(t), 

neglecting spin relaxation effects, is the ensemble average over 
all spins j

(3:3)

*( ) ( ) ( )t p t t= ⋅g g

*

0

( ) ( ') ( ') '
t

j jt t t d tφ γ= ⋅∫ g r

( ')j tr

{ }0( ) exp ( )jI t I i tφ=
12 (50)
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The trajectory can be generated by stationary Markovian 
processes, with characteristic length and time scales, as is typical 
for self-diffusion or stochastic flow in random bead tunnels but 
it may also be driven by pressure force field as in ordinary Poi-
seuille tube flow or other force fields such as electroosmotic 
flow which will be described in more detail later. A way to han-
dle combinations of these is to separate the ensemble into a sto-
chastic flow which is expanded as exp{-α(t)} around a non-
stochastic mean flow  and hence a mean phase 

(3:4)

The mean flow can be Taylor expanded into a velocity compo-
nent and to higher powers

(3:5)

Inserting (3:5) into eq. (3:2) yields the mean phase factor

(3:6)

where first phase integral term, depending on the initial posi-
tion , cancels out in any pulse sequence with

(3:7)

as no echo can be formed without fullfilling the later condition. 
The stochastic damping term can on the other hand usually be 

( ')j tr

( ')j tr ( )j tφ

{ } { }0( ) exp ( ) exp ( )jI t I i t tφ α= ⋅ −

2
0( )

2
j

j j jt t t= + + +…
a

r r v

0

* 2
0

0

* * * 2
0
0 0 0

, , ,

( ) ( ') ' ' '
2

( ') ' ( ') ' ' ( ') ' '
2

( ) ( ) ( )

t
j

j j j

t t t
j

j j

j j j

t t t t dt

t dt t t dt t t dt

t t t

φ γ

γ γ γ

φ φ φ

 
= ⋅ + + + 

 

= + + +

= + + +

∫

∫ ∫ ∫

…

…

…r v a

a
g r v

a
r g v g g

0jr

*

0

( ') ' 0
t

t dt =∫ g
13 (50)
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approximated by a Gaussian distribution where a characteristic 
correlation time τc and length scale defines how fast informa-
tion about a previous state is lost. The calculation involves auto-
correlation functions and is cumbersome. A detailed 
description can be found elsewhere 20 22 23.

The damping factor exp{-α(t)} for an ordinary PGSE/PGSTE 
experiment with molecules undergoing homogeneous and iso-
tropic self-diffusion is expressed as 24

(3:8)

The decoherence characteristics of the system is in this case 
defined by the diffusion constant D, the time separation of the 
two gradient pulses is given by ∆, the width of the gradient 
pulse δ and the gradient strength g. 

The formulation becomes simpler if the gradient pulses can be 
considered narrow compared to the experiment time, . 
The phase added by each gradient can then be approximated as 
being instantaneous and the signal for the PGSE/PGSTE pulse 
sequences be expressed as;

(3:9)

where is the spin particle density and is the 
propagator function defining the probability that the particle at 
r is moving to r’ during the time ∆ 25 26. The equation resem-
bles the ones in scattering theory by introducing the traditional 
q-space vector 

(3:10)

Substituting into eq. (3:8) yields

( )20( ) exp -
3

I t I D g δγδ  = ∆ −  
  

δ ∆

{ }( , ) ( ) ( | ', ) exp ( ' ) 'SI P i d dρ γδ∆ = ⋅ ∆ −∫ ∫g r r r g r r r r

( )ρ r ( )| ',SP ∆r r

2
γδ

π
=

gq
14 (50)
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(3:11)

Introducing the dynamic displacement R as defined in eq. 
(3:11) into eq. (3:10) results in

(3:12)

(3:13)

The signal  and the propagator  become a Fou-
rier pair and the propagator may be calculated by ordinary Fou-
rier analysis. The propagator gives a direct measure of the 
distribution of displacements in the sample if the displacement 
is independent of the starting position. Otherwise, it measures 
an ensemble average of displacements and is called the average 
propagator .  

{ }( , ) ( ) ( | ', ) exp 2 ( ' ) 'sI P i d dρ π∆ = ∆ ⋅ −∫ ∫q r r r q r r r r

'= +r r R

{ }( , ) ( , ) exp 2sI P i dπ∆ = ∆ ⋅∫q R q R R

( , )I ∆q ( , )sP ∆R

( , )sP ∆R
15 (50)
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COLLOIDAL SYSTEMS
4. COLLOIDAL SYSTEMS

A colloidal system can be defined as a system where the surface 
to volume ratio is big. An emulsion consisting of oily hydropho-
bic spheres in a continuous hydrophilic water phase is an exam-
ple of such a system where the interfacial interactions becomes 
of major importance. Molecules with both hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic parts concentrate onto these interfaces and are 
therefore also called surfactants or amphiphilic molecules. The 
world of surfactants is exciting and contains a lot of interesting 
features both for fundamental understanding of chemistry and 
physics but also for useful applications in industry and com-
mon-day life 27. 

A surfactant added to an aqueous solution can form a wide 
range of structures 28 2. At low concentration, the surfactants 
congregate at the air-water interface and dissolve as single mol-
ecules in the bulk solution. As the concentration increases, they 
start to self-aggregate into globular objects with their hydro-
phobic tails hidden from the hydrophilic bulk solution and only 
the hydrophilic head group interacting with the aqueous sur-
roundings. This happens at a rather specific concentration for 
each surfactant, called the critical micelle concentration (CMC). 
The geometry may change into larger and more long-ranged 
ordered structures as the concentration increases and aggrega-
tion of the surfactants into cubical, hexagonal and lamellar liq-
uid crystal phases may evolve. All depends on delicate balances 
between the fundamental energy contributions in the specific 
system 29 30 among which the hydrophobic attraction between 
apolar parts of the surfactants in polar medium and hydrophilic 
solvation energies of the head groups are the most important 
ones. Charges introduce a substantial energy contribution for 
ionic surfactants such as the anionic sodium dodecylsulfate 
(SDS) and the cationic cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CTAB) 29 30. The contribution is both of entropic and 
enthalpic character and is mostly energetically unfavourable for 
the micelle formation since the head-group repulsion and 
hydration of the free counter-ions must be counterbalanced. A 
17 (50)
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substantial amount of counter-ions has been shown to associate 
with the head-group interface to counteract the strong repul-
sion among head-groups. Entropic contributions in micelle for-
mation also appears as counter-ions spread out on the interface 
and in the bulk. The net effect is called counter-ion condensa-
tion and is sometimes quantified as the degree of counter-ion 
dissociation αcouterion which is the fraction of ionic surfactants in 
a micelle with no associated counter-ion 29 31 32. 

The behaviour of ions around a charged colloidal particle, as for 
example a micelle or a protein, is usually described by the 
Gouy-Chapman theory of electric double-layers. The theory 
relies on the assumption that the molecular system can be 
treated as a continuum and substitutes the myriad of molecules 
tumbling around by a mean field. The classical electrostatic the-
ory by Gauss can then be applied. The electric potential ϕ(r) 
around a charged sphere is thus described by the Poisson equa-
tion with the charge distribution ρ(r) as the electric field source 
term on the right as a function of radial distance r from the 
charged sphere

(4:1)

where e is the elementary charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, 
εr is the relative permittivity and nk is the concentration in mol-
ecules/m3, of ion k with a charge zk. The charge distribution is 
related to the local distribution of co- and counter-ions around 
the sphere. This local concentration depends on the electric 
potential at each spatial coordinate and can be derived using the 
Boltzmann distribution;

(4:2)
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where  is the concentration of ion k far away from the 
charged sphere where the electric potential ϕ(r) is zero.

The combination of the two equations results in the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation which is a nonlinear partial differential 
equation. The equation is usually solved by numerical methods, 
since analytical solutions only exist for a few specific 
geometries. 

0
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5. ELECTROPHORESIS

The application of an electric field on a solution results in a 
force felt by the charged objects. This force accelerates the 
charges until the counteracting viscous force induced by flow of 
the surrounding medium equals the force from the electric 
field. The relation between velocity u and electric field E at this 
steady state can be described as

(5:1)

where f is the viscous drag coefficient and q is the charge of the 
particle. The viscous drag coefficient for a solid sphere equals 
to 6πηR, where η is the viscosity of the solution and R is the 
sphere radius. The velocity of spherical charges in the field is 
therefore

(5:2)

The electrophoretic mobility µ of the charge is defined as

(5:3)

Equation (5:2) above is more suitable for single small molecules 
than for colloids since the hard sphere radius and the net charge 
are easier to interpret for the former case. A charged colloidal 
particle also carries a cloud of electrostatically associated coun-
ter-ions that reduces the effective charge of the colloid. One 
approach for solving these kinds of issues is to define an inter-
face between the colloidal particle and the solution where the 
viscosity is assumed to approach infinity. This interface is some-
time called the slipping plane or the shear plane and the electric 
potential at this interface is defined as the ζ-potential. Extensive 
theories that relate electrophoretic mobility and ζ-potential 
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exist for different geometries and conditions. The electric dou-
ble layer, always present outside a charged surface, has to be 
considered in these theories and a key parameter is the Debye 
length κ-1 which is a measure of the double layers extension 
into the bulk solution. The Debye length is defined as

(5:4)

were  is the molar concentration of ion i in moles/m3, all 
other parameters are defined the same as in eq. (4:1). The thick-
ness of this electric double layer relative to the curvature of the 
charged colloidal surface (κR) is an important variable used in 
the mapping of the electrophoretic mobility to the ζ-potential. 
The mobility, at least at low electric fields, is determined by how 
much the external electric field penetrates the charged particle 
and by the retardation effects caused by counter-flow of the oppo-
sitely charged solution at the colloidal interface which increases 
the friction on the colloid. Henry derived an expression 
between the mobility and ζ-potential, as given in eq. (5:5), with 
the retardation effect taken into account in the derivation. The 
calculation relies on the assumptions that the Debye-Hückel 
approximation is valid, the viscosity, η, and electrical permittiv-
ity, ε, is constant throughout the whole mobile region and 
finally that relaxation effects are neglected, that is loss of spherical 
symmetry of the electric double-layer. The relaxation effects 
can be explained by considering the counter ion distribution 
around, for example, a positively charged sphere. The electric 
field from the sphere and the external electric field add up con-
structively in front of the moving sphere and cancels destruc-
tively at the back of the sphere. Counter-ions therefore 
concentrate more in front of a moving sphere and deplete from 
its back. This counter-ion polarisation is then a source of an 
electric field which is opposite to the external field and the 
charged sphere therefore senses a smaller net field and moves 
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ELECTROPHORESIS
slower than predicted from the basic theory. The relation 
between the electrophoretic mobility and the ζ-potential under 
these circumstances is

(5:5)

where function f(κR) depends solely on κR, ε0 is the vacuum 
permittivity, εr the relative permittivity and η is the bulk viscos-
ity. f(κR) is called the Henry function and varies monotonically 
in between the two limits, f(κR)=2/3 if κR<<1 and f(κR)=1 if 
κR>>1. An explicit expression can be found in electrophoretic 
literature 33. The relation describing the lower limit is com-
monly called the Hückel equation and is usually used when cal-
culating potentials for small ions in aqueous solution 

(5:6)

The relation describing the upper limit is commonly called the 
Helmholz-Smoluchowski equation and is used for large colloids

(5:7)

Any intermediate value of κR will result in a value of f(κR)
somewhere between 2/3 and 1.

The assumption that relaxation effects are negligible is usually 
true for the two limiting cases in eq. (5:6) and (5:7). The inter-
mediate regime with κR between 1 and 100 is more sensitive to 
these effects. A modified correction function C(κR,ζ), that also 
depends on the ζ-potential, is introduced to account for relaxa-
tion effects. C(κR,ζ) equals the Henry function if the ζ-poten-
tial is close to zero but it may deviate substantially from it and 
even drop below 2/3 at high ζ-potential and intermediate κR. 
A typical solution of ionic micelles, as for example SDS, has a 
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value of κR somewhere around 1-10. Existing methods derived 
by for example Loeb et al. 34 and O’Brien et al. 35 that take the 
relaxation effects into account rely on numerical calculations. 
The approach by Loeb et al. can only be used for small ζ-poten-
tial and the most general solution is given by the approach 
developed by O’Brien et al. 35 who linearize the involved cou-
pled partial differential equation system and decompose the 
problem into two simpler ones by

• Calculating the force required to move the sphere at velocity 
u with no external field applied.

• Calculating the net force to hold a sphere fixed in an external 
field E.

The balance of these two forces solves the relaxation problem 
and relates mobility to the ζ-potential. The calculation unfortu-
nately also concludes a lack of unique one-to-one mapping of 
the electrophoretic mobility to ζ-potential for some combina-
tions of κR and ζ-potential.

It is sometimes important to calculate the charge instead of the 
ζ−potential. An analytical relation between the ζ-potential and 
the surface charge using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is not 
generally available for a spherical geometry. An approximate 
relation can be found by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltz-
mann equation and calculate the ζ-potential at the particle sur-
face R by assuming that this also is the slipping plane. The 
result

(5:8)

inserted into eq. (5:5) also considering the relaxation effects 
yields a relation between the mobility and the particle charge

(5:9)
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Finally it should also be mentioned that the assumption that the 
colloidal particle is rigid and non-conducting in the region 
enclosed by the slipping plane may be questionable for some 
systems. Micelles are, for example, quite fluid in the hydropho-
bic core and surface conductivity at the interface may contrib-
ute to the dynamics in electric fields.
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6. ELECTROPHORETIC NMR

The basic idea of electrophoretic NMR is to use displacement-
sensitive pulsed-field gradient NMR sequences and measure the 
displacement of molecular species during a period when an 
electric field is applied to the sample 12 36. This displacement 
can then be used to calculate the electrophoretic mobility.  

Assuming the simplest case with a pure migration of the ions 
down the electric field with a well-defined electrophoretic 
mobility µ and no bulk motion, the average propagator can be 
expressed with the Dirac delta function  
where the dynamic displacement is . The NMR 
signal gained after a typical electrophoretic version of PGSTE 
or PGSE experiment, neglecting diffusion and relaxation damp-
ing, then becomes

(6:1)

The signal is a complex modulation of the intensity where the 
modulation frequency is proportional to the electrophoretic 
mobility. Since any variable except for the electric field strength 
E also invokes diffusion or relaxation damping, the most com-
mon experiment is to measure the modulation as a function of 
E.    

If the measurement is made in a U-tube, equal amounts of ions 
will move in opposite directions with respect to the magnetic 
field gradient direction and the resulting signal becomes the real 
part of the complex signal.

(6:2)
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This also means that information on the sign of the charge is 
lost. This may sometimes be a problem, but the sign is usually 
known a priori for the investigated species. Measurements when 
aggregate charge changes sign with composition can still be 
performed but with lower precision, since a zero-crossing 
behaviour is replaced by that of a minimum approach.

FIGURE 2:  

The different electrophoretic NMR pulse sequences used in the thesis. A) 
PGSTE version, B) PGSE version and C) the new PGDSTE version 
with two electrophoretic pulses in the same pulse train but with reversed 
polarity between the two sections. Each storing period includes a homospoil 
gradient (HS) in order to reduce the need for phase cycling. The desired 
coherence pathways are shown below each pulse sequence. 

The most common way of performing an ENMR measurement 
is by using a constant current instead of a constant voltage as 
the source for the electric field. The electric field E is then cal-
culated from Ohms law as;
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(6:3)

where IE is the electrophoretic current, κ is the conductivity of 
the sample and σ is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the 
electric field. The measurements are usually made by sampling 
the NMR spectrum after the echo top as a function of increas-
ing electrophoretic current IE while keeping all other parame-
ters constant, (i.e. g, δ, ∆), followed by fitting of the result to eq. 
(6:2) or any other relevant expression that describes the mobil-
ity dependence of that particular experiment. An example is 
shown in Figure 3. 

FIGURE 3:  

The integrated NMR signal, for SDS in a mixture containing 25mM 
SDS and 25mM NaCl as a function of applied electrophoretic current. 
The ENMR-PGDSTE measurement were made using a U-tube design 
with 1 mm inner diameter, ∆=300 ms, δ=1 ms, g=0.396 T/m and con-
ductivity κ=3.290 mS/cm The electrophoretic mobility is calculated to 
µ=2.28 cm2/Vs by fitting eq. (6:2) to the data. 

The conductivity is usually measured in a separate step either 
with a conductivity meter before the experiment or in situ in a 
specially designed ENMR sample cell.

The benefit of this approach is that echo attenuation due to dif-
fusion is constant, at least to first approximation. The assump-
tion that no other but the electrophoretic effect attenuates the 
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ENMR signal when the current is changed is unfortunately not 
true. The application of a current in the sample results in Joule 
heating effect 37

(6:4)

Hence, the temperature rises in the sample and several second-
ary effects follow.

• Temperature gradients build up because of the almost 
homogeneous volume heating combined with cooling at the 
sample boundaries. This, combined with gravity, induces 
natural convection in the sample and thereby an extra NMR 
echo attenuation due to bulk flow.

• The conductivity of the sample is sensitive to temperature 
rise. The rise in temperature and conductivity at higher cur-
rents may therefore give a deviation from linearity of the 
electric field as the current is increased.

• The mobility of the charged particle of interest also increases 
because viscosity decreases etc; the mobility at low currents 
is therefore not the same as that at high currents.

• The diffusion coefficient also changes and the diffusion 
attenuation effect is no longer constant during the experi-
ment.

• Colloidal systems of interest can sometimes drastically 
change character even at small temperature deviations.

Control of all these effects is crucial for an accurate ENMR 
measurement. More about this can be read in Paper I.
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7. ELECTROOSMOSIS

Although the net charge of a bulk solution is zero, local devia-
tions from charge neutrality may appear. Any charged interface 
produces an electric double layer as predicted by the Gouy-
Chapman theory where counter-ions concentrate at the surface 
and co-ions are depleted. This double layer interface therefore 
gains a net charge. The charge separation also takes place out-
side a charged colloid and application of an external electric 
field moves the colloid and the oppositely charged double layer 
in different direction, but the net displacement of bulk solvent 
cancels if big enough volume is considered. The situation is 
much different if the charged surface is immobile, as for the 
wall of the electrophoretic cell. Since the charge at the surface is 
immobile while that in the electric double layer is not, a net 
transport of charged media including the solvent results for an 
external electric field parallel to the surface. Different flow pro-
files may then build up, depending on the geometry 38. The 
steady-state mobility µEO of the slipping plane, see Figure 4, at 
the thin electric double layer turns out to be

(7:1)

The ζ-potential is again defined as the potential at some dis-
tance from the solid surface where the viscosity of the solution 
drops from infinity and approaches the viscosity of the bulk. 
The electroosmotic drag in a typical capillary electrophoretic 
setup results in a steady-state homogeneous plug flow, because 
of the net transport of fluid from source container to the waste 
container. Hence, electroosmosis is also useful as a controlled 
way to pump solution from different containers as is the case in 
micro-fluidic pump systems, but also for faster and more con-
venient analysis in ordinary capillary electrophoresis. 
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FIGURE 4:  

Illustration of the electric double layer outside a negatively charged surface. 
The surface charge density, and therefore surface potential ϕ0, is the same 
in both examples but the slipping plane, indicated as the vertical dashed 
line, is moved out from the surface from 0.25 nm in the upper figure to 1.5 
nm in the lower figure because of the polymer coating, indicated as polymer-
chains in the upper part of the lower illustration. Notice the decrease in ζ-
potential due to this effect.

The common setup in ENMR does not involve two solution 
reservoirs but relies on a zero net flow. This demands a back-
flow of solution in the middle of the cylinder to compensate for 
the surface flow. This phenomenon can, by obtaining the flow 
profile, be used as a way to measure the ζ-potential of the walls. 
However, electroosmosis in ENMR is typically a problem 
which needs to be eliminated. The usual technique to achieve 
this is to coat the container wall 39. Several coatings have been 
known to give near zero electroosmotic flow, for example 
methyl cellulose or polyacrylic amide where, the later one is 
used for the ENMR measurements in this thesis. The idea is 
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that coating reduces the effective number of charges on the sur-
face by binding to charged groups on the surface, in the case of 
glass to Si-O- groups. Moreover, coating also increases the local 
viscosity of the electric double-layer by introducing hydrophilic 
non-charged polymers into that region. This will move the slip-
ping plane out from the wall into a position with much reduced 
ζ-potential, as is illustrated in Figure 4.

The electroosmotic flow profile in a sample depends very much 
on the boundary conditions 38. If no net bulk flow is possible 
along the electric field, as is the case in ENMR with an U-tube 
design, the electroosmotic flow at the borders has to be com-
pensated by a backflow in the middle, as is shown in Figure 5 
on page 34. The resulting velocity profile as a function of dis-
tance r from the centre of a cylinder with a radius a, and elec-
troosmotic slipping velocity vEO , at the charged surface is 40 

(7:2)

where vEO is defined as the velocity at the slipping plane from 
eq. (7:1) and . The signal attenuation due to the 
electroosmotic flow profile in eq. (7:2) can be calculated for 
EPGSTE/EPGSE pulse sequence using eq.(3:12) and identify-
ing Ps(R,∆)dR as being proportional to the relative area of the 
annulus 2πr/(πa2)dr at a distance r from the centre and the 
dynamic displacement as v(r)∆. The NMR signal dependence 
due to electroosmosis IEO(q,∆)/I0  then becomes 

(7:3)

This effect could be used to measure the ζ-potential for differ-
ently prepared walls by fitting eq. (7:3) to data obtained for non-
charged molecules and then extracting the potential from eq. 
(7:1).
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FIGURE 5:  

The left side illustrates the flow profile described in eq. (7:2) for electroos-
motic flow in U-tube configuration with no bulk net-flow.The right figure 
shows schematically the behaviour of the NMR intensity as a function of 
the applied current, as described by eq. (7:4).

The combined echo attenuation as an effect of both electroos-
motic flow and electrophoretic migration equals the product of 
attenuations in eq. (7:3) and (6:1) or (6:2), which for the U-tube 
geometry yield 

(7:4)

If ones primary interest is the electrophoretic term, separation 
of the two effects by numerical fitting is usually difficult if the 
ζ-potential for the charged particles and the tube surface is of 
the same order of magnitude, since the electroosmotic and the 
electrophoretic modulation behave similarly at lower values of 
E. 
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8. EXPERIMENTAL

All ENMR experiments in paper I-V were performed using a 
specially designed Teflon sample holder with dimensions simi-
lar to an ordinary wide-bore NMR spinner, an illustration can 
be seen in Figure 6 on page 36. The U-tube design of the elec-
trical cell was chosen as it gives a few advantages including 
good cooling properties and easy exit of gas produced electro-
phoretically at the two Pt-electrodes at the top. The U-tube was 
made from an ordinary glass capillary bent in a propylene gas 
flame. The tube inside was coated with polyacrylic amide 41 as 
described in paper I-V, in order to suppress electroosmosis. The 
U-tube containing the appropriate sample was then fixed into a 
central position at bottom of the sample holder. The sample 
holder is then immersed from the top of the spectrometer 
together with an electrophoretic voltage source plugged into 
the top of the sample holder via a triaxial cable. The shielding of 
the cable decreases the pick-up of noise from the surrounding 
to the electrodes which otherwise might add noise to the RF-
signal. The sample holder also includes a low-pass RC filter 
grounded to the spectrometer in order to decrease noise. 

The hardware used to drive the electrophoretic current was 
designed by S. Woodward 42 (University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, NC) and could generate an electrophoretic current 
up to around 6.5 mA at maximum 1 kV, but we used currents 
typically below 3.0 mA for reasons mentioned previously on 
page 30. The electrophoretic current values were fed though a 
PC parallel port interface driven by a QBasic program. The cur-
rent pulses were triggered by a spectrometer TTL channel 
directly accessible from the applied pulse program. A new setup 
has also been developed which runs in constant voltage mode 
from -2000 to 2000 V. The system is based on a National 
instrument analog output card NI PCI-6731 and a solid state 
high voltage amplifier by Trek. The system is controlled by an 
interface written in Labview in a Windows 98 environment. The 
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electrophoretic voltage pulses are triggered by a spectrometer 
TTL channel in the same way as for the constant current gener-
ator.

The measurements were made on Bruker AMX300 and occa-
sionally on DMX200 NMR spectrometers. The magnetic field 
gradients were generated using a Bruker BAFPA-30 current 
amplifier. Most experiments were performed in two 10-mm dif-
fusion probes (Cryomagnet Systems, Indianapolis, IN) with 
ability to produce linear field gradients along the z-axis (B0-field 
direction). Gradients above 2 T/m were rarely used.

Sample conductivities were measured using a micro-sample 
conductivity cell CDC749 and a CDM210 conductivity meter 
from Radiometric Analytical. All measurements were made in a 
thermostated conducivity cell set to the appropriate tempera-
ture. 

FIGURE 6:  

Illustration of the sample holder used in the electrophoretic NMR measure-
ments. The construction is quite flexible and a variety of different electro-
phoretic cells are possible to use. The glass U-tube version, used in the 
thesis, is shown in the figure. Note that the electrophoretic current connector 
and electric wiring, including Pt-electrodes, is not shown.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Paper I

Reliable results in an electrophoretic NMR measurement 
depend on good knowledge and control of several crucial phe-
nomena. The article tries to unfold, quantify and find solutions 
to the most critical measurement artefacts. Those that could be 
identified as major disturbing factors were electroosmosis, sam-
ple heating and gas production at the electrodes. All may add a 
non-electrophoretic displacement to the molecules which 
results in artefacts in the ENMR experiment. The probing of 
bulk motion, caused by the artefacts, was made by measuring 
the damping of the NMR signal for the neutral molecules water 
and methanol during a pulsed field gradient experiment. The 
NMR peaks for methanol could also be used as an internal ther-
mometer since the resonance frequency of the hydroxide group 
is temperature sensitive. The introduction of an electrophoretic 
double stimulated-echo pulse sequence (EDSTE), seen in Figure 2 
on page 28, dramatically improves the ENMR technique as a 
tool to measure electrophoretic mobility at higher ionic 
strengths and concentrations. The new pulse sequence 
quenches signal contribution resulting from coherences that are 
displaced the same distance during the two parts of the experi-
ment independent of the sudden flip of the electric field, i.e. 
moving at constant velocity. This will affect motions which are 
independent of the direction of the electric field, such as con-
vection which is caused by temperature gradients, but not elec-
trophoretic mobilities which follow the electric field direction 
as it changes. The switching of electric field direction also 
decreases the build-up of electroosmotic flow during the exper-
iment, this happens if the switching frequency is faster than the 
electroosmosis build-up time which usually is in the range 50-
1000 ms in aqueous systems using 0.5-1 mm capillaries. The 
velocity filter property of the pulse sequence seems to decrease 
the effect of artefacts and thereby increase the experimental 
range of ENMR. 
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9.2 Paper II

The combination of ENMR and classical diffusion NMR is 
used in this paper to study the interaction between the non-
ionic polymer poly(ethylene oxide) PEO and differently 
charged surfactants, sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and potas-
sium laurate (KC12) as anionic surfactants, dodecyltrimethylam-
monium bromide (CTAB) as a cationic surfactant and octyl β-
D-glucoside as a non-ionic surfactant. A comparison of the dif-
fusion data for the different surfactants shows that only the ani-
onic surfactants SDS and KC12 aggregate differently when 
PEO is added to the solution. 

FIGURE 7:  

Upper) An illustration of the different morphology regimes for pure SDS 
solution, I - below CMC with free surfactants, II - above CMC with 
micelles and free surfactants. Middle) The corresponding morphology for 
SDS-PEO solution, 1 - below CAC with free surfactants and polymers, 2 
- above CAC with only one micelle associated to PEO, 3 - above CBR
with one additional micelle attached to PEO, 4 - with free micelles and pol-
ymer-micelle aggregates. Lower) The corresponding diffusion data for the 
pure SDS solution (o), the SDS in the mixture ( ) and the polymer in 
the mixture ( )

2

◊
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ENMR data show clearly that the PEO and surfactant aggre-
gates as the PEO polymer moves in the electric field when the 
SDS concentration is increased above a certain threshold, called 
critical association concentration (CAC). This event occurs at a lower 
concentration, as compared to the critical micellisation concentration
(CMC) for a pure SDS solution, as is shown in Figure 7. A two-
site model is used for the interpretation, where free surfactant 
and free PEO polymer is in equilibrium with PEO aggregated 
with a single charged micelle. The SDS micelle, aggregated with 
the polymer, increases slightly in size as the SDS concentration 
increases. The calculation of aggregation number is rather 
robust and only a few assumptions are made. The analysis of 
the highest concentration, box 4 in Figure 7, is questionable 
since free SDS micelles probably also are present in the solu-
tion. The threshold, indicated by cBP in Figure 7, at which the 
PEO diffusion decreases is interpreted as being due to a con-
formational stretch of the polymer chain as a second SDS-PEO 
aggregate is formed on the same PEO chain, giving an electro-
statical repulsion between both SDS aggregates. The combina-
tion of electrophoretic NMR and diffusion NMR is introduced 
as a powerful tool to study how non-ionic polymer aggregates 
with charged micelles. It opens up a pathway to a more detailed 
description of the system including possibility to measure the 
CAC and follow the average aggregation number of the SDS-
PEO complex.

9.3 Paper III

Industrial application of surfactants usually involves tuning of 
the product properties by mixing of different surfactants. The 
mixed micelle system with the anionic surfactant SDS and the 
non-ionic surfactant dodecyl malono-bis-N-methylglucamide 
(C12BNMG), Figure 8, is investigated with ENMR. The system 
has previously been shown to assume an approximately con-
stant aggregate size in the whole mixing interval, which makes 
the mobility interpretation easier. 
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FIGURE 8:  
Left) The chemical structure 
of the nonionic surfactant 
C12BNMG 
Right) The chemical struc-
ture of the anionic surfactant 
SDS. Note that water 
hydration will make the size 
of the SDS headgroup simi-
lar to the size of the 
C12BNMG headgroup.

A derivation and clarification of some functions and calcula-
tions used in this and the two following papers (III-IV) is out-
lined in this paragraph. 

For a mixed micelle containing a non-ionic and an ionic sur-
factant the effective charge at the slipping plane can be 
expressed using the number of aggregated surfactants in the 
micelle Nagg, the molar fraction of ionic surfactants in the 
micelle x, which from now on is approximated as the molar 
fraction in the solution, and the degree of counter-ion dissocia-
tion at the micelle aqueous interface α  27 as

(9:1)

Q is the effective charge of the whole micelle. The radius can be 
approximated by the volume of the hydrophobic hydrocarbon 
chain, Vhydrophilic tail

(9:2)

The equations above together with the relation between electro-
phoretic mobility and charge in eq. (5:9) can be combined into a 
mobility ratio as a function of composition

aggQ x Nα= ⋅ ⋅

1 33
4

agg hydrophobic tail
micelle

N V
R

π
 

=  
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(9:3)

κ is the inverse Debye length, already defined in eq. (5:4), and 
C(κR) is the correction constant defined on page 23. Equation 
(9:3) can be further simplified under the assumption that the 
size and shape of the micelle is independent of the composition

(9:4)

The special case for small ions κR<<1 yields

(9:5)

and when κR>>1

(9:6)

Electrophoretic NMR was used to study the change in electro-
phoretic mobility versus the change in composition of the 
mixed micelle in the whole concentration interval from non-
ionic micelle to a highly charged SDS micelle. The mixed 
micelle electrophoretic mobility in the composition interval 
xSDS=0.2-0.8 was found to be bigger than expected from a lin-
ear interpolation of the pure SDS micellar mobility. This indi-
cates that the degree of counter-ion dissociation α increases as 
the SDS concentration decreases in the micelle.
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9.4 Paper IV

The two different mixed micellar systems with SDS as the 
charged surfactant component and dodecyl malono-bis-N-
methylglucamide (C12BNMG) respectively tetra(ethylene oxide) 
dodecyl ether (C12EO4) as the non-ionic surfactant component 
were studied using ENMR. The mixed surfactant systems 
behave quite differently when looking at the evolution of the 
electrophoretic mobility at the highly ionic regime. The reason 
might be that the SDS-C12EO4 system increases in size as the 
ionic character decreases, which affects the mobility. It is also 
known that the sodium ion may specifically interact with ether 
chains; this is, however, not fully understood. The phenomenon 
is also mentioned as a contributing effect to the SDS micelle/
PEO aggregation which is studied in paper II. A technique, out-
lined in the section “Paper III” on page 39, was used to evaluate 
the mobility and to calculate the degree of counter-ion dissocia-
tion αΝα

+ at the micelle surface as a function of the composi-
tion. The small ion model was found to generate unphysical 
results for counter-ion condensation in the SDS-C12EO4 case. 
The calculation of αΝα

+ in the paper involves several assump-
tions including neglecting the change of the Debye length,κ 
,and also the additional correction function C(κR,ζ) in eq (9:3) 
for the relevant concentration interval. The first assumption is 
not necessary since κ approximately can be calculated from the 
concentration. The correction function C(κR,ζ) is more diffi-
cult to calculate, and it requires the complete numerical treat-
ment as outlined in the electrophoresis chapter on page 23. The 
relative comparison of the two systems should however be 
more insensitive to these assumptions since the same ionic sur-
factant is used. It is shown that the degree of counter ion disso-
ciation only changes slightly in the composition interval 
xSDS=0.8-1. The result are also compared and related to those 
obtained by other techniques such as SANS. 
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9.5 Paper V

Results from several different methods including ENMR, elec-
tronic paramagnetic resonance (EPR), time-resolved flores-
cence quenching (TRFQ) and small-angle neutron scattering 
(SANS) are combined in a study of mixed micelle systems con-
sisting of the anionic surfactant SDS and the non-ionic sur-
factant tetra(ethylene oxide) dodecyl ether (C12EO4). The 
aggregation number is calculated from TRFQ data and the 
degree of hydration of the surfactant headgroups is calculated 
from EPR data. The fitted aggregation numbers and the degree 
of surfactant headgroup hydration is then used to constrain the 
geometry of the hydrophobic core respectively the hydrophilic 
headgroup shell when fitting the SANS data. This gives a more 
robust way to calculate the character of the hydrophilic part of 
the micelle including the degree of counter-ion dissociation. 
The system changes in size quite a bit as the SDS fraction is 
decreased in the mixed micelle. The mixed micelle turns more 
elliptic as it becomes less ionic in character. The aggregation 
number changes from 65 to 95 as the molar fraction of SDS 
changes from 1.00 to 0.80 according to the measurements. The 
size variation makes the interpretation of the electrophoretic 
mobility data more laborious. The combination of ENMR, 
TRFQ and SANS gives a better separation of the size change 
and the change in ionic character of the micelle surface in the 
concentration range of interest. The degree of counter-ion dis-
sociation calculated from ENMR mobilities using aggregation 
number data from the other techniques is in good agreement 
with the ones extracted from SANS data. The study shows the 
benefit of using several techniques to gain a more robust and 
complete picture of the system.

9.6 Paper VI

The ability to store and transport energy in a convenient and 
economic way has always been a big challenge. The develop-
ment of lithium-ion based battery systems has turned out to 
provide an efficient tool for such purposes. Several aspects are 
of great importance for good lithium-ion electrolyte battery. It 
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should have a high energy density, with Li concentration as high 
as possible but it should also have appropriate kinetic proper-
ties with high lithium transference number. NMR is used in this 
case to compare two different types of polymer gel electrolyte 
systems, one based on an amphiphilic polymer with polymeth-
acrylate grafted with both fluorocarbon and ethylene oxide and 
one based on a corresponding nonamphiphilic polymer grafted 
only with ethylene oxide. Different fractions of electrolyte con-
taining 1M lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide salt dis-
solved in γ-butyrolactone was added to the two polymers. The 
results show that the system based on a polymer with mixed 
ethylene oxide and fluorinated side chains had much better 
characteristics as material for battery systems compared to the 
system with a polymer containing only ethylene oxide side 
chains. Here, the Li+ transference number were almost 3 times 
as good as compared with an analogous system without fluori-
nated side chains. The result can be explained by the stronger 
coordination of the Li+-ion to ethylene oxide groups but it may 
also partly be due to stronger association of the fluorinated 
counter ion bis(trifluoromethyl-sulfonyl) imide TFSI- to spe-
cific fluorine-enriched domains in the polymer structure and 
therefore looser coordination to the Li+ ions.
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FUTURE
10. FUTURE

Pulsed field gradient NMR techniques to measure dynamics 
have been available for some time. Diffusion NMR is, for exam-
ple, an important tool used in both industrial and academic 
research. Electrophoretic NMR may in this perspective not 
become a mainstream method but may instead occupy a niche 
for investigations of interacting charged colloidal systems. My 
personal experience is that any person that can perform a diffu-
sion NMR experiment also can do decent electrophoretic NMR 
measurements, even though a few more things can fail. The 
sample handling is also somewhat more difficult.

Several achievements have been made until present but there 
are still improvements to be done, concerning reliability and 
simplification of practical measurements. This probably 
includes design optimization to decrease effects of gas produc-
tion and Joule heating related problems. The design still has to 
provide a good signal-to-noise ratio and efficient use of the 
available electric field in the electrophoretic cell.

Solving problems in colloid chemistry by electrophoretic NMR 
is already practically feasible as this thesis exemplifies. A better 
understanding of structures and interactions in many challeng-
ing colloidal systems can probably be accomplished by electro-
phoretic NMR. The technique will hopefully be used in future 
studies of charged colloidal systems in wide fields of chemistry.
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